Best of Kite Aerial Photography 2009

Wailea Bay by Tom Benedict
Green Sand Beach by Tom Benedict

City of Rocks by Doug Davlin

Ominous by Brooks Leffler
Garden of the Gods Tilted by Doug Davlin
Battlefield Fortress by Con Engels

Shadows of the Ground Crew by Con Engels
Lake Arthur Ice Fly by Con Engels

by James Gentles
by John Gillespie

KAP Over Taro Fields
by Heidy Baumgartner Lesage
Pink Carpet
by Brooks Leffler
Facing The Angel
by Pierre Lesage
AutoKAP from the S/V Star Flyer
by Pierre Lesage
Pink Carpet by Brooks Leffler


Kite Over Rome - Colosseum by Jim Powers

Pink Carpet by Brooks Leffler
Kite Over Cape Marco by Jim Powers
Barn Ruins
by David Wheeler
Rising Sun on Dune 45 by Pierre Lesage